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Abstract—We report a high performance negative dielectric
anisotropy
liquid crystal for fringing field switching (n-FFS)
display. We compare the electro-optic characteristics of FFS cells
LCs. With comparable driving
using positive and negative
voltage and response time, the n-FFS cell has advantages in higher
transmittance, single gamma curve, less cell gap sensitivity and
slightly wider viewing angle. LC director deformation distribution
is analyzed to explain these performance differences.

TABLE I
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THREE LCs STUDIED (
AND
kHz)

C,

nm

Index Terms—Fringe field switching, liquid crystal displays
(LCD).

I. INTRODUCTION

M

OBILE displays, such as smartphones and tablet computers, have become indispensable in our daily life.
Wide viewing angle for many simultaneous observers, high
resolution for Retina display, low power consumption for long
battery life, and pressure-resistance for touch screen are the
key requirements. Fringe field switching (FFS) [1]–[5] liquid
crystal display (LCD), in which the electric-field-induced
molecular reorientation takes place mainly in the horizontal
direction, satisfies the above criteria and is commonly used in
these display devices.
Presently, most FFS LCDs use positive dielectric anisotropy
liquid crystals (LCs). The primary reason is that it is relatively easy to obtain a large
while keeping a low
viscosity. Large
helps to reduce operation voltage while
low viscosity helps to shorten response time. However, positive
LC-based FFS (p-FFS) displays exhibit some problems: 1) its
peak transmittance is limited to 88%; 2) the voltage-dependent transmittance (VT) curves do not overlap well for RGB
colors. Thus, three gamma curves are required, which increases
the complexity of driving electronics; 3) the electro-optic effects
are sensitive to the cell gap, and 4) a small but noticeable image
flickering due to splay-induced flexoelectric effect [6].
To overcome these problems, in this letter we report a FFS
mode using a high performance negative
LC (n-FFS). The
n-FFS mode has been investigated previously [1], [7], [8], but
mainly by simulations. In this paper, we report a negative
LC
mixture with relatively high birefringence and low viscosity. In
comparison to p-FFS, our n-FFS exhibits several outstanding
features, such as higher transmittance, single gamma curve for
red, green and blue pixels, cell gap insensitivity, slightly faster
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response time, and comparable on-state voltage although the
negative LC usually has a smaller dielectric anisotropy. Therefore, n-FFS could be a strong contender for next-generation mobile display devices.
II. EXPERIMENT
In experiment, we prepared a negative
LC mixture, named
UCF-N1. It consists of 60 wt.% MLC-6882 (a low viscosity
Merck mixture), 18% lateral difluoro akoxy-biphenyl, 17% lateral difluoro cyclohexane-biphenyl [9] and 5% bicyclehexane
compounds. We compare our results with MLC-6882 and a positive
LC (UCF-P1) with
while other properties remain the same as UCF-N1. For reference, we also include a low
viscosity positive
LC mixture MLC-6686 (Merck), whose
,
,
. Table I summarizes
the physical properties of these four mixtures.
To investigate the electro-optical performances at different
wavelength, we measured the birefringence dispersion for
MLC-6882 and UCF-N1, as shown in Fig. 1. The dots are
the measured data and solid lines are the fitting results using
single-band birefringence dispersion model [10]:
(1)
is the average resonant wavelength of the LC and
where
is a proportionality constant. Through fitting, we obtained
m ,
nm and
m ,
nm for MLC-6682 and UCF-N1, respectively. With
a higher
, UCF-N1 has a longer resonant wavelength as expected. With these fitting parameters, the birefringence at a desired wavelength can be calculated through (1).
III. SIMULATION
The electro-optical properties of both n-FFS and p-FFS are
calculated by a commercial LCD simulator DIMOS.2D and the
extended Jones matrix [11]. As will be shown later, the preferred
value for achieving high transmittance at
nm
and fast response time is 360 nm for n-FFS and 380 nm for
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Fig. 1. Birefringence dispersion of MLC-6882 and UCF-N1.

Fig. 3. VT curves for (a) FFS-N1 and (b) FFS-P1. The inset plots show the
normalized VT curves.

Fig. 2. Device configuration of FFS structure, equal-potential lines, and LC
director deformation of (a) n-FFS and (b) p-FFS.

p-FFS. This difference results from the more efficient LC director reorientation in the n-FFS. To make a fair comparison
between n-FFS and p-FFS, we use the same electrode width
m and gap
m, same pretilt angle (2 ) but
the rubbing angle is 10 and 80 , respectively, w.r.t. the horizontal axis. Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) shows the device configuration,
calculated equal-potential lines and LC director deformation in
a voltage-on state. The passivation layer between the pixel and
common electrodes is SiO whose thickness is
nm
and dielectric constant is
[7]. The cell is sandwiched
between two crossed linear polarizers, and the transmission axis
of the bottom polarizer is parallel to the rubbing direction.
1) VT Curves: Fig. 3(a) depicts the simulated VT curves
for n-FFS using UCF-N1 (
at
nm) with
cell gap
m. For convenience, let us call it FFS-N1.
The peak transmittance
of FFS-N1 reaches 98%
nm at the on-state voltage
V. Moreover, both

RGB colors have nearly the same
. The inset plot shows the
normalized VT curves and they overlap amazingly well. Thus,
a single gamma curve driving can be realized for n-FFS, which
would simplify the driving circuit.
For comparison, we also calculate the VT curves of a p-FFS
cell
m using UCF-P1. Let us call it FFS-P1. Results
are shown in Fig. 3(b). The dispersion of VT curves for RGB
colors is quite noticeable. At 550 nm,
reaches 88% and
V. The
for 650 nm is 4.0 V and
.
For
nm,
can reach 88.1%, but at a much higher
voltage (6.8 V). The inset plot in Fig. 3(b) depicts the normalized VT curves. Obviously, they do not overlap well. Thus, three
different gamma curves are needed to drive the RGB pixels.
2) LC Director Deformation Distribution: In order to better
understand the transmittance and gamma curve differences,
we investigate the LC twist and tilt angle distribution for both
FFS-N1 and FFS-P1 at five positions (A to E as Fig. 4(a)
shows). To obtain maximum phase retardation, the twist angle
should occur at 45 . From Fig. 4, the LC directors are largely
twisted near the bottom of the cell (
) by the electric
field and gradually reoriented back to the rubbing direction due
to the anchoring force provided by the top surface. For FFS-N1,
the maximum twist angle from the initial rubbing direction is
around 46 at A and E. The tilt angle at A and E is close to 0,
which contributes effectively to the phase retardation. At B, C,
and D, the horizontal electric field is stronger and the maximum
twist angle is 55 . Meanwhile, the tilt angle at z/d 0.1 is
10 , which would slightly decrease the phase retardation
and compensate the over twist. Moreover, the on-state n-FFS
cell is like two cascaded TN cells [12] due to the small tilt
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Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Simulated twist angle distribution of (a) FFS-N1 and (c) FFS-P1; Tilt
angle distribution of (b) FFS-N1 and (d) FFS-P1.

angle. As a result, polarization rotation effects dominates and
the color dispersion is suppressed.
In contrast, the maximum twist angle of FFS-P1 is either
larger than 63 (B and C) or smaller than 38 (A and E). The
over- or under-twist leads to inefficient phase retardation. Only
at position D, the maximum twist angle is about 48 , however
the tilt angle is about 41 at
. The large tilt angle
caused by the strong vertical field dramatically decreases the effective birefringence and hence the peak transmittance. Meanwhile, with a large tilt angle at positions B, C, and D, the phase
retardation effect (which is wavelength sensitive) becomes quite
obvious, resulting in a severe wavelength dispersion. Also from

effects on

and

of FFS-N1 and FFS-P1.

nm.

Fig. 2(b), splay deformation occurs and electric polarization is
induced, which is known as flexoelectric effect [6]. The light
transmittance would differ from negative to positive frames, resulting in a small image flickering. By contrast, this effect is
negligible in n-FFS due to the small tilt angle.
As Fig. 3 shows, FFS-P1 has a lower threshold voltage than
FFS-N1 because its
is much larger than that of
UCF-N1 ( 3.82), assuming their
is the same. However,
the on-state voltage of FFS-P1
V is nearly the
same as that of FFS-N1 (4.6 V). This can be explained by the
LC director distributions shown in Figs. 4(a)–(d). FFS-N1 has
more efficient twist angle
and smaller tilt angle than
FFS-P1 so that its effective birefringence is higher. As a result,
a smaller voltage swing V V
V is needed to reach
the peak transmittance. Therefore, FFS-N1 has a comparable
V to FFS-P1, although its
is much smaller.
3) Response Time: Both rise time and decay time are calculated between the 10% and 90% transmittance change. For
FFS-P1 with
m, the simulated [rise time, decay time]
is [23.8 ms, 25.7 ms]. With MLC-6686
m , the calculated [rise time, decay time] at V
V is [26.8 ms,
29.7 ms]. For the n-FFS cell with MLC-6882 (
m
and V
V) the simulated [rise time, decay time] is [23.4
ms, 34.8 ms]. With our UCF-N1
m , the calculated
[rise time, decay time] is [16.2 ms, 24.1 ms]. Our UCF-N1 has
faster response time than MLC-6882 because of its thinner cell
gap. On the other hand, UCF-N1 has faster response time than
FFS-P1 due to its more uniform twist and tilt angles. A lower
viscosity LC would further reduce the response time. For example, if the viscosity of UCF-P1 is decreased to 80 mPas, then
the simulated [rise time, decay time] would decrease to [15.6
ms, 16.8 ms].
4) Cell Gap Effect: For high yield manufacturing, it is desirable to keep the cell gap above
m. Fig. 5 shows the
effects on
and
for both FFS-N1 and FFS-P1 at
nm. For FFS-N1, both
and V are quite inert to the
variation in the 360–390 nm range. Since the
of our
LC is 0.119, we chose
nm, i.e.,
m for
achieving fast response time. By contrast, in the same range
the
of FFS-P1 climbs almost linearly from 4.2 V to 4.6
V and
increases from 86% to 91%. For FFS-P1, we chose
nm to compromise the performance between transmittance, V and response time.
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time resulting from the increased Cs. But for a high resolution
mobile display, its pixel size is small so that Cs can still be kept
relatively small for quick addressing. Another approach is to reduce the rubbing angle [16]. Together with 5 rubbing angle and
100-nm SiO passivation layer,
can be reduced to 3.5 V.
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a new negative
LC mixture with
modest birefringence and low viscosity for FFS LCDs. Our
n-FFS shows superior performances to p-FFS in following
aspects: 1) higher transmittance (98% versus 88%); 2) single
gamma curve for RGB pixels; 3) both on-state voltage and peak
transmittance are less sensitive to cell gap variation, 4) slightly
wider viewing angle; 5) faster response time due to a slightly
thinner cell gap and more uniform LC twist and tilt angles, and
6) comparable on-state voltage to p-FFS although the LC mixture has a smaller
( 3.8 versus 10). Therefore, n-FFS has
potential to replace p-FFS for next-generation mobile displays.
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